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Cloudera Operational Database What's New

What's New

This section lists major features and updates for the Cloudera Operational Database experience in CDP Public Cloud.

May 10, 2023
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.30 version supports scaling up the COD clusters vertically and also provides
an UI option to create smaller COD clusters.

COD supports scaling up the clusters vertically

COD now allows you to vertically scale up the COD clusters from a Light Duty to a Medium Duty instance type. You
can upgrade the instance type of a COD cluster that belongs to a Master or Gateway node.

To know more about the vertical scaling, see Scaling COD instances vertically.

COD UI supports creating a smaller cluster using a predefined Data Lake template

COD now allows you to create a smaller cluster with one Gateway node and one Worker node using a new scale type
Micro Duty while creating an operational database through COD UI. The Micro database is a two node cluster in
which the Gateway node processes the activities of the Master and Leader nodes, thereby removing the need of these
nodes. You can use a Micro database for testing and development purposes.

For more information, see Creating a database using COD.

Related Information
Scaling COD instances vertically

Creating a database using COD

March 10, 2023
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.28 version provides UI enhancements that include storage type selection
when you create a database and JWT configurations to connect to your HBase client.

COD UI allows storage type selection when creating an operational database

COD UI now allows you to select the storage type when creating an operational database. You can either select Cloud
Storage or HDFS.

Earlier if you had to use the HDFS as the storage type, you were required to use the --use-hdfs option on COD CLI
while creating the operational database. Now COD UI is enhanced to let you select the storage type when you create
an operational database.

For more information, see Creating a database using COD.

COD UI provides the JWT configuration details to connect to your HBase client

Now you can find the JWT configuration details On the COD UI. Click on a database and go to  Connect  HBase
Client Tarball  JWT Configuration . You can refer to these configurations to set up a connection to HBase with a JWT
token and build your own truststore JKS file.

For more information, see Configuring JWT authentication for HBase client.

Related Information
Creating a database using COD
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Configuring JWT authentication for HBase client

January 10, 2023
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.27 version supports JWT authentication, provides Data Lake templates
while creating a database, and a CLI option to enable HBase region canaries.

COD supports configuring JWT authentication for your HBase clients

COD now allows you to configure JWT (JSON Web Token)-based authentication for your HBase clients, which uses
an unique identifier and is a standard way of securely transmitting signed information between two parties. To know
more about the JWT authentication, see Configuring JWT authentication for HBase client.

COD supports creating an operational database using a predefined Data Lake template

When you create an operational database, you can now define the structure of your database based on a predefined
Data Lake template. The template defines the number of gateway, master, and worker nodes to be added while
creating a database.

You can select a template and accordingly the nodes are added into the COD cluster after the database is successfully
created.

To know more about this, see Creating a database using COD.

COD provides a CLI option to enable HBase region canaries

COD now provides a CLI option, --enable-region-canary to enable the HBase region canaries while creating an
operational database.

Use the following command to enable the HBase region canaries.

cdp opdb create-database --environment-name ENVIRONMENT_NAME --database-name
 DATABASE_NAME --enable-region-canary

• hbase_region_health_canary_enabled
• hbase_region_health_canary_slow_run_alert_enabled
• hbase_canary_alert_unhealthy_region_percent_threshold

For more information, see Enabling HBase region canary.

Related Information
Configuring JWT authentication for HBase client

Creating a database using COD

Enabling HBase region canary

December 10, 2022
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.26 version supports managing the edge nodes using COD CLI and disabling
the Kerberos authentication while creating an operational database using COD CLI.

COD supports creating edge nodes while creating an operational database

COD now allows you to create edge nodes while creating an operational database. You can define the number of edge
nodes to be created, and COD automatically creates and configures the nodes in your COD cluster.

You can also add additional nodes into your COD cluster or delete an existing one using the edge node instance ID.

For more information, see Managing edge nodes.
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COD supports disabling the Kerberos authentication while creating an operational database using
COD CLI

COD now allows you to disable the Kerberos authentication while creating an operational database using COD CLI.
You can use the --disable-kerberos option while running the create-database command to disable the Kerberos
authentication.

cdp opdb create-database --environment-name ENVIRONMENT_NAME --database-name
DATABASE_NAME --disable-kerberos

Related Information
Managing edge nodes

November 10, 2022
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.25 version supports creating and updating an operational database using a
custom image.

COD supports custom images for deploying COD clusters

COD now allows you to create or update a database using a custom image. Custom images can be used for various
purposes, such as compliance or security requirements. An image catalog is used to hold one or more custom images.
You can inherit pre-installed packages or software from the custom image while creating or updating an operational
database.

You can also switch an image catalog of an existing operational database. For more information, see Managing
custom images in COD.

Related Information
Managing custom images in COD

October 10, 2022
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.24 version supports fast SSD volume types, deploys strong meta servers for
multiple regions, and provides two new CDL CLI commands.

COD supports fast SSD based volume types for gateway nodes of HEAVY types

Cloudera Manager and monitoring systems require more resources than a regular deployment for big clusters with a
large number of nodes. To support this, now COD supports a fast gp2 storage when you choose a gateway node of
HEAVY type.

COD deploys strong meta servers for multiple regions for Multi-AZ

For Multi-AZ deployments, COD assigns the nodes to multiple regions when multiple strong meta servers exist in the
deployment.

COD provides CDP CLI commands to set the HBase configuration values

COD now supports the CDP CLI commands update-hbase-configuration and describe-hbase-
configuration to update and retrieve the HBase configuration values. For more information, see describe-hbase-
configuration and update-hbase-configuration.

Related Information
describe-hbase-configuration

update-hbase-configuration
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August 10, 2022
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.23 version supports custom EBS volumes for HDFS clusters while creating
a database and displays UI notifications on the COD UI.

COD supports custom EBS volumes for HDFS clusters

COD allows you to customize the attached storage worker node for an HDFS cluster using the --attached-storage-for-
workers option while creating a database. You can define the EBS volumes for HDFS clusters.

You can also view the customized attached storage worker nodes using the describe-database and list-
database commands. For more information, see create-database.

COD displays notifications on the COD UI for all the major events

COD now displays notifications about all the major events on the COD UI. For example, auto-scaling events, auto-
healing events, and alerting notifications.

The UI notifications is a major step in providing enough information on COD UI so that you do not need to navigate
to multiple internal systems used by COD to get the required information as well as be aware of the events happening
in the system on an immediate basis.

June 10, 2022
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.22 version supports HBase Store File Tracking, Multiple Availability zones
on AWS, and CDP Control Planes for multiple regions.

COD now supports the Store File Tracking (SFT) as a limited availability feature

Store File Tracking (SFT) defines a separate, pluggable layer to handle storefile life cycle, and includes the FILE
based built-in implementation that avoids internal file rename or move operations while managing the storefiles. This
is a critical enablement to deploy HBase over S3 object store, which is known for the lack of atomic renames. COD
enables this feature by default for databases deployed on AWS with S3, to mitigate the aforementioned S3 limitation
that could cause critical issues for HBase. For more information, see HBase Store File Tracking.

COD supports Multiple Availability Zones (Multi-AZ) on AWS

COD ensures high availability and fault tolerance using Multi-AZ deployments. A Multi-AZ deployment means that
compute infrastructure for HBase’s master and region servers are distributed across multiple AZs ensuring that when
a single availability zone has an outage, only a portion of Region Servers is impacted and clients automatically switch
over to the remaining servers in the available AZs.

Multi-AZ for COD is currently supported only on Amazon Web Services (AWS) environments. For more
information, see Multi-AZ deployment on COD.

COD supports CDP Control Planes for multiple regions

COD now supports CDP Control Plane for eu-1 (Germany) and ap-1 (Australia) regions. Certain countries may have
regulatory requirements that limit or forbid specific types of data from being sent or stored outside of the country or
region where an organization operates. For this reason Cloudera has introduced new regions in which the Control
Plane can run. By choosing a region other than us-west-1, you can ensure that sensitive metadata (such as information
about CDP users) does not leave its region or country of origin. For more information, see CDP Control Plane
regions.
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April 10, 2022
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.21 version supports enabling the replications for META regions, by default.

COD now supports replications for META regions enabled by default

COD now supports replication for the META regions, which means clients can read the META replicas first before
connecting to the primary region server. This reduces the load on the META table because the read META load is
distributed across multiple replicas.

COD supports configuring three META replicas which can be deployed in different RegionServers. Client needs to
use the COD provided configuration to get the META calls that are distributed across these replicas. This is useful
when an application has multiple clients accessing spark, yarn, or phoenix-spark.

March 10, 2022
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.20 verision provides UI enhancements to download the Phoenix client jars.
Refer to the following section for more details.

COD provides enhanced user interface to download the Phoenix client jar

COD now provides an enhanced user interface to download the Phoenix client jar from the Phoenix Thick and
Phoenix Thin client tabs through a single click.

You can now download the Phoenix client jars with a single click directly from the Phoenix Thick client and Phoenix
Thin client tabs in the UI.

February 10, 2022
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.19 version supports Spark transactional tables using Apache OMID and is
also bundled with the HBase version 2.4.6. Refer to the detailed section for more features.

COD through Phoenix-Spark connector supports Spark transactional tables using Apache OMID

COD supports Apache OMID transactional framework that allows Big Data applications to execute ACID
transactions on top of Phoenix tables.

The transaction support in COD enables you to perform complex distributed transactions and run atomic database
operations, meaning your database operations must either be completed or terminated. A transaction ensures adhering
to the ACID properties.

COD is now bundled with the HBase version 2.4.6

COD is now bundled and shipped along with the HBase version 2.4.6 when the CDP Runtime version is 7.2.14.

For a smooth and better functionality, COD is now bundled with the HBase version 2.4.6. You need to upgrade the
HBase client version for seamless connectivity.

COD supports custom table coprocessors

COD supports custom table coprocessors, which you can implement and extend from HBase coprocessors’ interfaces.

You can add table coprocessors so that HBase can run custom code on the server side against the stored data and
filter local minimum or maximum value during ingestion without scanning the entire table. You can use built-in table
coprocessors from the upstream HBase releases. For more information, see Working with custom table coprocessors.
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COD supports RAZ integration from the Runtime version 7.2.11.0

COD supports RAZ integration from the Runtime version 7.2.11.0. You can grant fine-grained access to directories.

The Ranger Authorization Service (RAZ) is a fine grained authorization service for cloud storage. As a regular
individual user or as an HBase user, you can limit the authorization levels in the cloud storage to a directory level. For
more information, see COD integration with RAZ.

Storefile Tracking (SFT) is available as an optional feature delivered through the Cloudera
Operational Database (COD) service

COD now supports the “Storefile Tracking” (SFT) as an optional feature in Runtime 7.2.14.0.

Storefile Tracking (SFT) changes how HBase manages its files to avoid operations which are known to be suboptimal
when using object stores. COD enables this feature for COD databases deployed on AWS which use S3 for HBase
storage which will address performance issues known around flushes, compactions, and other HBase operations. For
more information, see HBase Storefile Tracking.

COD allows to disable the Kerberos authentication temporarily for HBase clients

COD allows to disable the Kerberos authentication temporarily for HBase clients that run on Cloudera legacy
products.

If your client applications are running on Cloudera legacy products, they usually do not have Kerberos authentication
enabled. When you try to connect to any COD instance, the connection fails because the COD instances have
Kerberos enabled, by default. Now, you can disable Kerberos authentication in your COD instances so that HBase
or Phoenix clients can connect seamlessly. For more information, see Disabling Kerberos authentication for HBase
clients.

Older releases
Overview of new features, enhancements, and changed behavior introduced in earlier releases of Cloudera
Operational Database.

December 10, 2021
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.18 version supports ephemeral storage on Azure.

COD supports ephemeral storage on Azure

COD now supports the configuration of instance storage to cache HBase data stored in block storage. This is only
available on AMD instance types.

November 10, 2021
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.17 version is now available as a technical preview on GCP (Google Cloud
Platform) and with various performance improvements.

COD is available as a Technical Preview feature on GCP

You can now deploy COD on GCP easily similar to what is available for Amazon Web Services (AWS) and
Microsoft Azure.

COD automatically improves the performance by 80% when you use AWS S3

COD now delivers a better performance in S3 because the data loading behaviour from S3 into cache is tuned. This
improvement minimizes the cost associated with the S3’s high latency to read data.
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COD improvises scalability when using block storage on AWS

COD now uses larger EBS volumes for the underlying master nodes to provide better scalability.

October 10, 2021
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.16 version supports modified auto-scaling criteria and a built-in coprocessor
AggregateImplementation.

COD supports modified auto-scaling criteria

COD now supports an improved auto-scaling algorithm that considers the latency of the user operations. COD now
prioritises user operations over system operations that results in a reduced cost of infrastructure with a minor increase
in replication.

COD supports a built-in coprocessor AggregateImplementation

COD now supports a built-in coprocessor called AggregateImplementation that facilitates aggregation function
computations (min, max, sum,avg, median, std) at the region level. This yields better performance because you need
not get all the data to perform these calculations. COD enables AggregateImplementation by default, and you can use
the AggregationClient service in HBase to perform RegionServer side aggregation. For example, row count.

September 10, 2021
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.15 version provides a new option for the upgrade-database command and
supports DataHub/OpDB deployment across multiple availability zones.

The upgrade-database command supports a new option to upgrade only the operating system

COD provides a new option --os-upgrade-only for the upgrade-database command, which you can use
to upgrade only the operating system to the latest supported version addressing any CVEs that were patched in the
operating system. Running the upgrade-database command with this option does not have an effect on the CDP
runtime version running on the given cluster.

COD supports DataHub/OpDB deployment across multiple availability zones (Multi-AZ) to ensure
high availability

• COD introduces a technical preview version of Multi-AZ deployment capability and is available by special
request through your account team.

• When you enable COD, by default it deploys all the databases across three availability zones identified in
the SDX by the provided network subnets. COD CLI beta provides a new --disable-multi-az to limit
deployments to a single availability zone.

COD can disable ephemeral storage in CLI

COD provides the ability to disable the ephemeral storage using a new command --disable-ephemeral-
storage.

COD provides the ability to list all the HBase snapshots using different filters

COD supports listing all the HBase snapshots created within a database of an environment using these filters, time
range, snapshot name, and command ID. For example, you can use the time range filter to obtain the snapshots
created within a particular time, the command ID filter to know the status of a snapshot operation.

August 10, 2021
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.14 version offers multiple new features that includes disengaging autoadmin
database function, runtime upgrade, copy tables between COD environments and many more.
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Disengage autoadmin database function

COD can disable the autonomous database functions thereby stops managing a database. When COD disables the
autonomous functions, the database cannot leverage it; however the functions are available and accessible as a
datahub cluster.

Cloudera Runtime upgrade with downtime

You can upgrade the Cloudera Runtime installed on the cluster running COD to an advanced one with downtime.

Copy tables between two COD environments

COD provides a CopyTable utility to copy tables from one COD cluster to another.

COD supports ephemeral storage on AWS

COD now supports ephemeral storage on AWS for HBase buckets.

COD provides HDFS as a storage option

COD now provides HDFS as a storage option for COD deployment instead of cloud storage.

COD uses instance storage for HBase bucket cache

COD now deploys clusters with large block cache on ephemeral storage thereby enhancing the performance of the
clusters. This is available only for AWS-based clusters with S3 blob storage.

July 10, 2021
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.13 version offers multiple new features that includes disengaging autoadmin
database function, runtime upgrade, copy tables between COD environments and many more.

COD supports HDFS for storage on Cloud Block Storage in addition to Cloud Object Storage on
AWS & Azure

1. COD now supports HDFS for fast and consistent performance.
2. Cloud Object Storage has a high variance in latency, and sometimes the delay in accessing the data is high. The

operational cost in managing such an operational database is expensive, as it reads millions of data per second.
COD now deploys HDFS on Cloud Block Storage, which ensures that the performance characteristics are similar
to on-prem. This feature simplifies the lift-and-shift efforts to the cloud.

3. This capability includes an updated update-database command in CDP CLI Beta to enable tuning of auto-
scaling based on HDFS utilization.

COD promotes custom user tags to CDP CLI Beta

When you create a COD database, COD enables you to supply custom tags for launched hardwares while using CDP
CLI Beta.

COD delivers utility to manually copy tables across Kerberos realms without cross-realm Kerberos
trust

COD introduces a CldrCopyTable utility, which is Cloudera’s version of the upstream CopyTable utility. This utility
is an extension of the COD replication plugin that enables you to copy data cross-realm. This utility enables you to
close any replication gaps that might arise depending on how you start or stop replication.
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COD streamlines on-prem replication plugins

When you create a COD database, COD automatically sets configuration properties for the Cloudera replication
plugin so that on-prem clusters can replicate into COD databases. COD now automatically configures the OpDB
replication plugin and reduces the time needed to move the application into production.

May 10, 2021
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) 1.11 version now supports Phoenix through Hue web UI.

Cloudera supports Phoenix when using Hue web UI

Cloudera now supports Phoenix access through the Apache Hue SQL assistant. You can now access Phoenix and
query the data from the Hue web UI out of the box and leverage Hue’s rich SQL support (for example, type ahead) to
query Phoenix for operational insights or developer testing of SQL statements.

February 10, 2021
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) now supports deploying a data hub cluster as an edge node.

COD now supports deploying a data hub cluster as an edge node

You can deploy a Data Hub cluster that works as an edge node to access your COD instance. Use the cluster template
[***RUNTIME VERSION***] COD Edge Node cluster template. For example, 7.2.7 COD Edge Node. For more
information see Configure Data Hub edge node.

November 10, 2020
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) is now available as a technical preview.

COD is available as a technical preview

COD is now available as a technical preview and is considered under development. For an overview about this
service, see Cloudera Operational Database service in the public cloud.

Important:  Do not use this in your production systems. If you have feedback, contact Support by logging a
case on the Cloudera Support Portal at https://my.cloudera.com/support.html. Technical preview services and
features are not guaranteed troubleshooting and fixes.

Fixed issues

Learn about the fixed issues and the enhancements in Cloudera Operational Database (COD).

ODX-1716 (COD 1.21) : Increase storage density for HDFS form factor

Storage density for HDFS form factor is increased. Now, COD deploys 8 TB of disks for each worker instead of 6 TB
during any new HDFS deployment.

ODX-1811 (COD 1.21) : Increase handler count

The number of RegionServer handlers is increased to process 50% more read or write requests.

Known issues

Learn about the known issues in Cloudera Operational Database (COD), the impact or changes to the functionality,
and the workaround.
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ODX-1603 (COD 1.22) : COD throws a "Node Failure" issue

Problem: COD reports "Node Failure" state whenever OMID service goes down and retains the state until the OMID
service is restarted from Cloudera Manager (CM).

Workaround:

• If you are using OMID, restart the OMID service through CM and wait for a few minutes until COD starts
displaying Available again.

• If you are not using OMID service and your COD status is not affected by the OMID service status, you can
suppress the OMID alerts directly in the CM.

Technical Service Bulletins
TSB 2022-568: HBase normalizer must be disabled for Salted Phoenix tables

When Apache Phoenix (“Phoenix”) creates a salted table, it pre-splits the table according to the
number of salt regions. These regions must always be kept separate, otherwise Phoenix does not
work correctly.

The HBase normalizer is not aware of this requirement, and in some cases the pre-split regions are
merged automatically. This causes failure in Phoenix.

The same requirement applies when merging regions of salted tables manually: regions containing
different salt keys (the first byte of the rowkey) must never be merged.

Note that either automatic or manual splitting of the regions for a salted table does not cause a
problem. The problem only occurs when adjacent regions containing different salt keys are merged.

Upstream JIRA

PHOENIX-4906

Impact

Customers using the salted table feature of Phoenix.

Action required

• Checking for affected tables:

1. Run the following query from phoenix-sqlline to find the salted tables:

select TABLE_SCHEM,TABLE_NAME from system.catalog where salt
_buckets>0;

2. From hbase shell run describe 'SCHEMA.TABLE' for each salted table, substituting the
schema and table (for tables without schema, use just the table name) and look for {NOR
MALIZATION_ENABLED => 'true'} in the output.

• If normalizer has been enabled on a salted Phoenix table, the HBase normalizer must be disabled
manually. From HBase shell, run the following command for each salted Phoenix table:

alter 'SCHEMA_NAME.TABLE_NAME', {NORMALIZATION_ENABLED => 'f
alse'} 
(If the table is in the default schema, just use 'TABLE_NAME')

Knowledge article

For the latest update on this issue, see the corresponding Knowledge article: TSB 2022-568: Hbase
normalizer must be disabled for Salted Phoenix tables
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https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/PHOENIX-4906
https://my.cloudera.com/knowledge/TSB-2022-568-Hbase-normalizer-must-be-disabled-for-Salted?id=339580
https://my.cloudera.com/knowledge/TSB-2022-568-Hbase-normalizer-must-be-disabled-for-Salted?id=339580
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